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NEWSLETTER FEBRUARY 2017

•
•
•
•
•

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 22 February at 19h15.
Programme:
Beginner’s Corner: “Earth’s precession - an antique clock” by Fred Oosthuizen.
What’s Up? by Johan Smit.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Meteors, black holes and dinosaurs – you got it all wrong””
by Brian Fraser.
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Bosman Olivier.

Friday 17 February from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 25 January 2017
by Johan Smit
Johan Smit chaired the first meeting of the new year and am glad to report that all
the familiar faces were there and am not aware of anything bad that happened to our
members over the past holiday season.
Our “Beginner’s Corner” speaker, Danie Barnardo, started the New Year where he
left off last year with part two of his presentation on solar system geology. Part one covered theories of the formation of the solar system. Part two covered classical geology,
Danie’s field of expertise. He described the structure of the Sun, the rocky, and gas giant
planets. Very fascinating facts and bits of information were provided.
The reaction of the audience surprised me. I have not yet experienced so many
questions during any presentation. The attendees were obviously hungry for knowledge,
and Danie provided just the right mix of ingredients to feed the hunger for more knowledge. Most of the questions points to one common thread, how do we know that? Because we cannot physically visit the Sun and the gas giants, their internal structures
have to be deducted through theory and observations. That sparked a lot of interest in
the presentation. Well done Danie. You have delivered a superb two part presentation at
precisely the right level to create more interest. The interest in Danie’s presentation motivates me to arrange similar talks, but this time concentrating on the question, how do we
know that?
Percy Jacobs presented his usual motivational “What’s Up?” including where to
look for the planets, and what constellations to concentrate on. He presented us with a
challenge to identify and track asteroid Vesta through the month of February. It is favourably positioned in Gemini and easily visible in binoculars. Studying the same star
field over the period of a few nights will quickly isolate Vesta as the “dot that moves”.
Sketch the path and submit for this month’s observing challenge.
Percy also pointed out some carbon stars that can easily be observed with modest equipment. These old stars are very rewarding to observe. Not only are they a bit
challenging to find, but they are visually impressive with a deep red colour. Compared to
stars that display a hint of colour, carbon stars are real showpieces and worth hunting
down.
He ended the presentation with reminders to observe two eclipses in February. A
weak penumbral lunar eclipse on the 11th, and a partial solar eclipse on 26 February.
The solar eclipse happens on a Sunday afternoon, so there are very few valid reasons
not to observe it.
The main presenter of the evening was Michael Moller. We took the risk and deviated from our usual pure science topics to something that may appeal to anyone interested in spaceflight. A computer game was discussed and demonstrated. I must admit
that I am sceptical about the intellectual value of computer games, but this one changed
my mind. It is called “Kerbal Space Program”.
The setting for the game is an imaginary solar system containing the planet Kerbal. Many similarities exist between this solar system and ours. I felt right at home.
If someone is interested in spaceflight and how space vehicles work and how orbits are “worked out”, this is the game for you. Highly recommended, and possibly very
addictive once you start.
I myself learnt a lot by watching Michael assemble a spacecraft, launching it and
fire the engines to achieve orbit, then adjust the orbit to any orientation and level of eccentricity by judicious engine firing. This exercise explained many concepts that had
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been bothering me.
Apart from designing and building spacecraft and flying them, interplanetary missions can be planned and performed. Just be warned, this is not your typical unrealistic
computer game where a quick reset key undoes disasters and you continue unscathed
from stupid errors. In this game you really run out of fuel, or crash and burn if you do not
obey the laws of physics. Then you start over, just like in the real world.
Because Michael practised and tested his missions beforehand everything
worked smoothly during the demonstration. Do not be fooled. I watched him crash and
burn his Kerbal astronauts many times while learning how to use the game.
Three missions were demonstrated. Firstly, just achieving a circular orbit around
Kerbal. Then a lunar lander mission to Kerbal’s moon, called Mun. And lastly an interplanetary mission to the solar system’s version of Mars.
As I previously mentioned, it is a very good way to learn everything that is happening behind the scenes during spaceflight.
I never thought I would even consider recommending playing computer games to
anyone, but this demonstration convinced me that it may be OK to try. Have a look at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerbal_Space_Program for more information. Or the official
site: https://kerbalspaceprogram.com
Play at your own risk. You may learn a lot, and find you spend many happy hours
learning. Do not blame me for causing you to get addicted to this game.
The meeting closed with the usual refreshments and discussions.

SN 1987A
Photographs by Johan Moolman (except the last one by the HST).
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Report for Observing Evening on Friday 20 January 2017
- by Michael Poll
After a clear day, the weather deteriorated rapidly by sunset. Ever hopeful for a
break, Johan Smit and Anton Grobler arrived at the CBC sports grounds. We expected a
number of visitors and decided to wait and make sure about the outcome of the evening.
By 19:00 the weather was still overcast with no hope of clearing enough for any observing. We did notice Venus making a brief appearance between clouds, and dutifully
watched it with the naked eye. So in the end we saw one planet and many clouds. Then we
had a good chat, and went home.

Astronomy basics
Lots of educational video clips about astronomy basics are to be found on the following web
sites. But a word of caution: there are video clips about pseudoscience among them. Just
avoid them.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tMRfbSUTX4
http://astro.unl.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-TtcfmbrkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eR4vCOjZx8

Think you can find Planet 9? Check out this Citizen-Science Project
You will need to use your PC toothcomb through data collected by NASA'
s Wide-field Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE).
h ttp ://ww w.sp a ce. co m/3 5 7 21 -fin d -p l an et -n in e-c it iz en -sc i en ce -p r oj ect.h tml ?
utm_source=notification

About “What’s Up?” to be presented on 22 February 2017
- by Johan Smit
Come and learn how to follow the complete life cycle of stars, see the different types, and
maybe find a twin of our Sun.
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Feature of the month: Vast underground water reservoir found on Mars
A vast underground water ice deposit was discovered on Mars. It lies only
between 1 and 10 meters below the regolith * on Mars’ surface, underneath Utopia Planitia, about halfway between
Mars’ north pole and its equator. The deposit ranges in thickness from about 80
meters to about 170 meters, with a composition that’s 50 to 85 percent water ice,
mixed with regolith. It contains about as
much water as Lake Superior, which is
about 11 600 cubic kilometers. And it lies
underneath a flat, smooth area, where
landing a spacecraft would be easier
than at some other areas with buried ice.
* Regolith = dust and rock rubble.
http://earthsky.org/space/mars-underground-ice-water-deposit-utopia-planitia

Look at it from a cosmic perspective
Specimens of a life form that has evolved the capability of flight, flying over the liquid water
ocean of a planet. The planet is in the habitable zone of the star in the background of the image.
The star is of spectral type G2, and the planet is the third one from the star.
Photograph taken by Johan Moolman at Jeffrey’s Bay, December 2016.
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Best places from where to watch the 2017 eclipse.
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/best-places-to-watch-2017-eclipse

Download a jpg file with information about the nearest stars on it.
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/341569952974140318/

New data set by the Galaxy Zoo Team. When poor weather in the evenings,
with litres of dew flooding our optics or clouds and rain, hamper our observing,
here is something one can do from the comfort of your favourite armchair with a
glass of wine in hand. All you need is an internet connection and some data capacity. We’re extremely excited to announce the release of a new dataset
on Galaxy Zoo.
For the past several months we’ve been working with collaborators from
the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey and the VST Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS). The aim of the GAMA survey is to study cosmology and galaxy formation and evolution from scales of thousands up to millions of light years
across. The science goals include furthering our understanding of how the mass
of stars within galaxies builds up over time, how and when do galaxies form
their stars, how are those previous questions related to a galaxy’s environment,
and at what epoch did star-formation and mass-build-up dominate? Classifications from Galaxy Zoo will allow us to explore if, how, when, and where galaxies
transition from one type into another, what impact this has on the formation of
stars, and to look for new types of unique and interesting galaxies.
The observations are from the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS) on the 2.6 m
VLT Survey Telescope (VST) located at the ESO Paranal Observatory in
Chile. While some of these galaxies have already been looked at by Galaxy Zoo
before using Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) images, the improvement in the
resolution and depth of KiDS images over those from SDSS is remarkable!
Start cl assifying these amazing new imag es now at
www.galaxyzoo.org

Karoo Star Party 2017. It’s officially from 24 - 28 April 2017, but you are free to
arrive before 24 April and leave after 28 April.
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Observing: LHA 120-N59c also known as (M2002) 163282 - DORADO
- by Magda Streicher (magdalena@mweb.co.za)
Observing the Large Magellanic Cloud led me to find a small round patch of nebulosity just 2.7'south-east of NGC 2035. All the nebulae in this area were brilliantly enhanced with an UHC Filter through the 12" telescope, 218x. I could not find any data
about this nebular patch, so I forwarded my query to Brian Skiff, a professional astronomer at Lowell Observatory.
His reply was: "The object you have found was catalogued by Karl Henize in 1956
as his '
N59c'
, or more fully '
LHA 120-N59c'
. It is centre around on a 14.5-magnitude star
that is obviously the star that fluoresces the circular nebula. The position of the star is:
RA: 05h35.39.7 and DEC: -67o37'
04".8 (J2000).
In the MC catalogue by Phil Massey (who is also at Lowell Observatory), it is called
[M2002] 163282. His photometric data are: V = 14.55, B-V = -0.05, U-B = -1.01. The
strong negative value for the U-B colour is indicative of a very hot star.
Interestingly, the nebula is not drawn-in (sic) on Mati Morel'
s usually very complete
large-scale maps of the Clouds. So I asked Mati Morel directly, and he replied to me as
follows.
“Thanks for your interesting note. The region is shown on my chart 23 of "LMC Selected Areas" but the photo-chart I used as a basis probably did not show Henize N59c
(or not very well), so it was ignored. I have looked at a print from UK Schmidt plate and,
not surprisingly, N59c shows up very nicely. At least your observation proves that even
this small nebula is within reach (visually) under good conditions. If you want to send
along more stuff I would be happy to receive it and add to my files.”
Editor’s note: Johan Moolman took the photographs below and added the annotations and notes. He refers very appropriately to the nebula as “Magda’s Nebula”.
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Astronomy-related articles on the Internet - more than you can read
•

If it’s not a UFO, what is it? Most Unidentified Flying Objects (UFO’s) aren’t unidentified at
all. Here’s a list of natural and human-made objects in the sky that people frequently mistake for UFOs. http://earthsky.org/space/if-its-not-a-ufo-what-is-it

•

New dwarf planet beyond Neptune discovered.
http://earthsky.org/space/new-dwarf-planet-beyond-neptune

•

The Mars rovers Spirit and Opportunity, their discoveries and more. http://
www.space.com/35168-spirit-mars-rover-13th-anniversary.html?utm_source=notification

•

•

New China telescope to search for aliens. A non-steerable 500 meter dish called Five
Hundred Meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST) – in southwestern China – is now the
world’s largest radio telescope.
Rotten Egg Nebula hosts flashy star death. It is currently transitioning from a red giant to
a planetary nebula, a stage that lasts only a few thousand years. Also see the video clip
about the star-forming turbulence of the Tarantula Nebula.
http://www.space.com/35617-rotten-egg-nebula-flashy-star-death-hubble-photo.html

•

http://earthsky.org/space/new-china-telescope-to-search-for-aliens

•

http://www.seeker.com/dnews-space/

•
•

http://www.nasa.gov/
http://earthsky.org/space

•

http://www.universetoday.com/

•

http://www.esa.int/ESA

Observing
•
•

•

Teapot of Sagittarius: Galaxy’s center.
http://earthsky.org/favorite-star-patterns/teapot-of-sagittarius-points-to-galactic-center
Deneb is distant and very luminous. Deneb, aka Alpha Cygni, is one of the most distant
stars you’ll see with the naked eye. That’s because it’s one of the most luminous stars in
the Galaxy. http://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/deneb-among-the-farthest-stars-to-be-seen
61 Cygni, the Flying Star. Its large proper motion earns it the nickname. It is 11.4 light
years distant. That makes it the fourth-closest star visible to the naked eye, after Alpha
Centauri, Sirius and Epsilon Eridani.
http://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/61-cygni-suns-near-neighbor

Astronomy- related images and video clips on the Internet
•

Lots of short video clips about the solar system..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_T6tgnOpus

•

Alien megastructure star. http://www.livescience.com/57352-alien-megastructure-stardims-from-magnetic-avalanches.html?utm_source=notification

•

The 100 best space photos of 2016.
http://www.space.com/34907-100-best-space-photos-of-2016-gallery.html

•

Beautiful time-lapse video clip of the sky from New Zealand.
http://earthsky.org/earth/video-time-lapse-new-zealand-manoj-kesavan
A year of Earth seen from L1. Watch a full year of Earth’s sunlit side, seen from spacecraft DSCOVR at Lagrange point L1, which is a point between Earth and the Sun, 1.5 million km sunward from Earth. http://earthsky.org/space/a-year-of-earth-from-a-million-miles
Alien glow? Brilliant light pillars appear over Canada.
http://www.livescience.com/57482-light-pillars-photo-ontario.html?utm_source=notification

•

•
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The Sun with a halo around it
Photograph taken by Johan Moolman at Jeffrey’s Bay, December 2016.
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newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

